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DEFENDANT'S BRIEF REGARDING THE ADMISSIBILITY
OF AND
PROCEDURE FOR TAKTNG THE DISCHARGED
JUROR'S
TESTIMONIY AT THE POSTCONVICTION HEARING

In his postconviction rnotion, Mr. Avery alleges that his
constitutional and
statutoty rights were violated when the courl:

(l) discharged

a deliberating juror,

R.M., without conducting an on-the-record ttoir dire
of the juror in the presence of
the defendant and counsel; and, (2) discharged the deliberating juror
without a
record establishing "cause" for doing so. Those errors,
Mr. Avery alleges, violated
his right to a jury trial as the state and federai constitutions
guarantee, that is, the
right to a unanimous verdict by the 12 jurors to whom
the case was
subrnitted,

Mr' Avery fuither alleges in his postconviction motion that removal
of a
deliberating juror without cause mandates his convictions
be vacated. No further

showing

of

prejudice

alternative, that

if

is needed. However, Mr. Avery also alleges, in

the

prejudice must be established, he can do so throueh
the

3.,

r

l-*r

Ll .J

,-,
I

J)

testirnony

of Juror R.M., which will show that, in fact, no

cause existed for his

removal' (See fl18 of postconviction rnotion). The juror's
testimony establishing
prejudice - i'e', that no cause existed to remove
hirn - is also relevant to prove
Mr' Avery's allegations that trial counsel were ineffective
in agreeing to
the

courl's private voir dire and discharge of Juror

R.M.

(see ulJ2g_31 of

postconviction motion).
Responding to two questions posed by the
court, Mr. Avery demonstrates
below that: (1) wis' Stat. $ 906.06(2) does not apply
to the testimony he seeks ro
elicit frorn R'M' because the testimony rvill not be used
to challenge the validity of
the verdict but, rather, to demonstrate that the juror
was relnoved without cause;
and (2) the manner of questioning the witness should
proceed as with any other
witness, by the parlies with the opporlunity for follow-up
questions by the court.

I.

BECAUSE MR. AVERY IS OFFERING JUROR
R.M.'S
TESTIMONY TO SHOW THE JUROR WAS DISCHARGED
WITHOUT CAUSE AND NOT TO IMPEACH THE VALIDITY

THE VERDICT, WIS. STAT.

S

906.06(2) DOES I{OT APPLY.

OF

wisconsin Stat. $ 906.06(2) "governs the cornpetency ofjurors
to testify in
an inquiry into the validify of the verdict.,, stqte v. poh,116
wis. 2d,510,51.
343 N'w'2d 108 (1984). The reach of the statute is limited
by its own plain
language' The statute applies only "[u]pon an inquiry into
the validity of a verdict

""

The statute has no applicability where juror testimony
is offered in an inquiry
unrelated to the validity of the verdict, such as

"

to show that the juror

discharged without cause.
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was

,

By the statute's plain language, it lirnits in several
ways 'Juror testimony as
to matters relating to an inquiry into the validity
of a verdict.,, state v. williquene,
190 wis. 2d 677,694, 526 N.w.2d r44 (1995),
The stature reads as follows:

(2\ INQUIRY INTO VALIDITY OF VERDICT OR INDICTMENT.
upon an inquiry into the varidity of a verdict o,
indict-errt, u iu.o, -"v ,o,
testify as to any matter or statement.occurring
during the course of the jury,s
deliberations or to the effect of anything ,p";
,h.l;or,s or any other juror,s
mind or emotions as iirfluencing thejuroito assent
to o, olsr"nt from the verdict
or indictment or
juror,s
the
mentai
p.o."rr., in connection
_concerning
therewith, except that a juroi may tistify on the qu"stion
whether extraneous

prejudicial information was improperly brtught
to ttre 1ury's attention or whether
any outside influence was improperry brought
to bear'upon any juror. Nor may
the juror's affidavit or evidenci
uny
iul.-""i iy the juror concerning a
matter about which the juror would,of
be precluded from iestifying be ,"""iu"J.

wis' Stat' $ 906.06(2)' Its focus is on the verdict. In "an inquiry
into the validity
of a verdict", a juror may not testify

as

deliberations' A juror may not testify

to any matter or statement occurring during
as

to the effect of anything upon the juror,s

mind or emotions "as influencing the juror to assent
to or dissent from the verdict
' ' ' '" A juror rnay not testify about his or her rnental process ,,in
conrection,, rvith
his or her decision regarding the verdict.
The statute erects a barrier to juror testimony that
is offered to impeach the
validity of the verdict. Forbidden are attempts to show
thr-ough the jurors, orvn
statements that they rendered the verdict upon a
mistaken view of the larv or facts.
Without such a barier, the validity of virtually any verdict
could be open to attack,
and jurors would be less inclined to be frank
and honest in their deliberations.
stste v. Messelt, 185 wis. 2d254,265,5rg N.w.2d 232 (Lgg|).

Enacted

in

1973,

$

906.06(2) codified long-standing corlmon law
principles prohibiting inquiry into how a jury reached
its verdict for purposes of
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rendering the verdict

invalid. Accordingly, a juror may not testify that

assented to a verdict only because

she

of fatigue. Ifink v. combs,2g wis. 2d,65.lg.

135 N'W'2d 789 (1965). The fact that jurors misunderstood the court's
instructions cannot be shown by their statements in an attempt to irnpeach their

verdict. olson v. Ihilliurus,270 wis. 57, 7r,70 N.w.2d l0 (1955). Nor can the
court admit a juror's affidavit indicating that jurors based their verdict on
syrnpathy and disregarded the evidence and instructions. Laedtke v. Schering

corp., 148 wis. 2d 142, 144-45, 434 N.w.2d 798 (19gg); see also Tunner

v.

United States,483 U.S. 107, 121-26 (1987) (applying the federal counterpart, Fed.
R. Ev. 606 (b), to exclude evidence that jurors used drugs or alcohol).

Consistent with those principles, rn Anderson v. Burnett County. 207 Wis.

2d 587,558 N.w.2 d 636 (ct. App. 1996), the courr of appeals used g 906,06(2)
a basis for reversing the circuit courl's grant

as

of a new trial where the verdict was

irnpeached by evidence of jurors' statements made during deliberations. Those
statements

included: (1) concern that the jurors' taxes would increase if, in

the

personal injury action, they rendered a verdict against the county; (2) an assertion

that the plaintiff tnust be a bad daughter because her mother was not present in
courl; (3) criticism of the plaintiffls counsel as an "arnbulance chaser", and (4) the
desire of five jurors to not disagree because they had to face each other at work.

Id. at 591. The court of appeals held that the jurors were not competent to testify
about these statements because the statements reflected the jurors' mental
processes in arriving at a verdict and did not result from extraneous information.I

'
1

Under two exceptions specified in $ 906.06(2), juror testimony may be used to
impeach a verdict where extraneous prejudicial information was improperly biought to the jury's
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Id' at 594-95.

The testirnony was inadmissible under 906.06(2)
because the
$
plaintiff sought to challenge the validity of the verdict
with the jurors' statements
about how they reached their verdict.

These cases ilrustrate what

is

evident from the plain language of
$ 906'06(2): the statute generally bars juror testirnony about
what was said or
done during deliberations where that testirnony

is

sought for purposes of

challenging the validity of the verdict. when the testirnony
is sought for another
pulpose, such as to establish the absence of
cause for discharging a juror, the
stafute does not apply. Rather, the juror is competent
to be a witness under the
broad language of wis. Stat. $ 906.0r, which provides
that ,,[e]very person is
competent to be a witness except ... as other-wise provided
in these
rules.,,

In determining the applicability of $ 906.0 6(2) to a particular
case, the
supreme coutt has looked at the pulpose for which
the jurors' testimony is offered.

In Messelt, 185 wis. 2d at 267, rhe courl held that 906.06(2)
did not prevent
$
jurors from testifying about what was said during
,,for
deliberations

purposes

of

detemining whether a juror failed to reveal potentially prejudicial
infonnation
during voir dire." In rvilriquette, r90 wis. 2d, at 6g0,
the court herd that
$ 906'06(2) did not bar juror testimony offered to establish a clerical
rnistake
in the

jury verdict. The supreme couft wrote:
Under sec. 906.01, Stats., a juror is fulry competent to
testify conceming the
possibility of a crericar enor except as specificairy proscribed
in sec. q06Gpi
Consideration of sec' 906.06(2) reveals the limits or1u.o,
testimony as to matters
attention or an outsidglnf,lyence was improperly brought
to bear upon a juror. see, e.g., state v.
ro, 160,.r74'7s, s33 N.w.2d zis (rq"es)
ar'1,'; experimentation with wrenches
ru:::':'l?1*::that a juror brought into jury room during deliberation"s);'Manke
v. pltysicians Irtsurartce
company,2006 wI App 50, fl33,28g wis. 2d 750,ll2N.w.zo
40 (in medical malpractice case,
juror brought into deliberations a dictionary definitio' ,,negiigence,,;.
of
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relating to an inquiry into the validity of a verdict. Those limits
simply do not
include a strict proscription on the part of jurors to be competent
as witnesses
concemlng an iucorrect transcription in a jury verdict.

Id. at 694-95 (footnote ornitted). The court reasoned rhat g 906.06(2)
bars juror
testimony that seeks to attack the validity of the verdict, which
is the agreement
reached by the jurors in their deliberations. Icl. at 691-g2.
Correcting the written
record of the verdict is not a challenge to the verdict * the jurors'
agreement *
and,

therefore, falls ourside the reach of g 906.0 6(2). I(t. at 692.

Similarly, Mr. Avery is not offering R.M.'s testimony for the purpose
of
challenging the validity of the jury's verdict but, rather, to establish
that R.M.,s
removal from the jury was without cause. The testimony will establish
pre.;udice
arising from the coutl's failure, with trial counsel's acquiescence, to follow
the
rnandated procedures before removing a deliberating juror, The prejudice
being

that, in fact, no cause existed to remove the juror. Testimony from R.M.
that, in
truth, there was no accident, that another juror suggested he try to get
jury,

off the

and that he was feeling stressed frorn the deliberative process much more
than
from any'thing going on at home, has nothing to do with the validity of the
verdict
ultirnately reached but everl4hing to do with the validity of the decision
to
discharge Juror R.M. The testimony is not offered to shorv how the jury
reached

its verdict but, rather, how the coutl's failure to follow the proper procedure,

and

counsel's agreement authorizing the private voir dire and removal of Juror
R.M.,
resulted in the discharge of a juror when, in fact, no cause existed for
his
removal.

In at least two federal cases where the defendant alleged in postconviction
proceedings that a juror was rerloved without cause, one or
more jurors testified

at
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a postconviction hearing regarding the circurnstances of the deliberating juror's

removal. Green v. Zant,73g F.2d 1529, 1532-33
Peek v. Kemp,

111th

cir. lgg4) (,,Green Ir);

jg4 F.2d 14j9, 14g3-84 (1lth cir. 19g6). In neither

case did

Federal Rule 606(b) act as an irnpediment to the jurors' testifying. Nor
sliould
$ 906.06(2), which is "virhrally identical" to the federal rule. After
v.

Hour Wetding

Laneil Managentent co., 108 wis. 2d,734, j39,324 N.w.2d 6s6 (19g2).

rn"Green 1," Green v. zant,715 F.2d,551, 556-57 (1rrh cir. r9B3), upon
holding that the trial court failed to adequately investigate whether cause existed to
discharge a deliberating juror, the court remanded for an evidentiary hearing to

detennine rvhether prejudice resulted frorn the court's failure

to

personally

question the juror. Because evidence at the hearing, including testimony of several

jurors, established the juror had been unable to continue, the court of appeals
held
that the defendant suffered no prejudi ce. Green

II,73g F,2d at 1532.

Sirnilarly, rn Peek, the appellate courl found no prejudice where the record,

which included testimony of the discharged juror in the state habeas proceeding,
suppofted the

trial coutt's finding that the juror rvas too

deliberations. Peek,784

F

ill to continue in

.2d at 1484.2

Surely, if juror testirnony rnay be admitted to establish no prejudice frorn
the removal

of a deliberating juror, juror testimony must also be admissible

/

to

ln other cases where the record made at trial did not provide cause for removing a
deliberating juror, the federal courts have reversed without requiring any further showing
of
prejudice. See, e,g., flnited States v. Curbelo,343 F.3d 273,285 (4"'Cit. ZOO:t; Lrrtitecl States
v.
Araujo,62 F.3d 930,937 (7'r' cir. 1995); united states v. Essex, :/34 F.2d, g32, g45 (D.c. cir.
1984). Under this authority, Mr. Avery need not show prejudice; he is entitled to a new trrai
because the record at trial failed to show cause for removing Juror R.M. However, Mr. Avery
intends to present R.M.'s testimony in case this or a higher court would require a showing
of
preiudice.
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prove prejudice' When a deliberating juror is
removed without the court following
the proper procedure, the prejudice inquiry does
not involve the validity of the
verdict reached by the remaining jurors but, instead,
focuses on whether, in fact,
the juror was incapable of continuing in deliberations.
Thus, the rule restrictine
the irnpeachment of verdicts sirnply does not
come into play.

rn state v. Lehmau r0g wis. 2d 2gr,300,32r N.w.2
d,2r2 (19g2), the
supreme coutl held that before discharging a deliberating juror,
the circuit courl
must question the juror in the presence of counsel
and the defendant and establish
cause for the juror's removal. That procedure was
not followed here. Juror R.M.
was not questioned in the presence of counsel and
the defendant, and the record
does not establish cause for his removal. If soure
further showing of preludice is
required, the inquiry that should have occurred
at the time of trial needs to occur

now' The inquiry is into whether

cause existed to remove the juror, not into the

validity of the verdict, consequently, g 906.06(2) is inapplicable.

II.

THE MANNER OF QUESTTONn{G R.M. SHOULD PROCEED

AS
WITH ANY OTHER WITNESS: BY THE PARTIES WITH

FOLLOW UP BY THE COURT.

The second question raised by the court at the scheduling
conference is how

R'M''s testimony would be adduced at the postconviction hearing.
Mr, Avery
contends that the fypical procedures of a postconviction
motion hearing should
apply' That is, since the defense is the proponent of R.M.'s testimony,
the defense

should question R'M. first, followed by the state's cross-examination.
The courl
could then follow up with questions pursuant to wis. Stat.
$ 906.14.
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As argued above, the testirnony the defense seeks
to elicit from R.M.
not farl within the testimony prorribited by wis.
Stat. g 906.06(2)

does

because the

testimony

will not be used to challenge the verdict, but rather, to
demonstrate

that

R'M' was removed without cause. Because the testimony
is not prohibited by Wis.
Stat' $ 906'06(2), there is no reason why any special
procedures should be used at
the postconviction hearing.
The cases discussed above shorv that jurors can
and do testify in postverdict
proceedings. Fufther, they testify in response to questioning
by the attorneys,.;ust

as attomeys question any other witness. In Manke physicians
v.
Insurance
Contpany, for example, jurors testified regarding extraneous
infonnation; a juror
had brought a dictionary definition of "neglect" into
the jury room . Martke,2gg
Wis' 2d 750

at\9'

The opinion describes the evidentiary hearing, noting
that ,,all

twelve jurors were examined by defense counsel and
cross-examined by the
Mankes' counsel'" ft/. Likewise, rn Messelt, jurors
testified

regarding a clairn of

extraneous infonlation reaching one or more

of the jurors before arriving at

verdict' The opinion excerpts postconviction testimony at footnote
12, and

a

the

excetpt demonstrates that there, the attorneys examined
the jurors, Messelt, lg5
Wis. 2d 254 at2t2.

other Wisconsin cases illustrate that attorneys examine juror
witnesses at
postconviction hearings. In state v. searcy,2006
wl App g, 2gg wis. 2d g04,70g

N'w'2d 497, ajuror testified that

she had doubts about her vote to convict, that she

was not happy with the "whole process" and that she
would never be

Id'

a

juror again.

at1136' She also testified about extemal information
brought into deliberations
by another juror. Ict. at 11 37. The opinion notes that she qualified
her story
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somewhat on recross-examination.

Id,

Thus, it is apparent from the decision that

this juror was subject to examination and cross-examination,
presurnably by the
parties' attorneys.

rnstqte v. carrson,2003 wI 40,261 wis. 2d97,66r
N.w.2d 5r, a juror
testified at the postconviction hearing regarding whether
his English
language

skills were sufficient to serve as a juror . Id. at
liT 14, fi. In describing the
postconviction hearing, the court stated that "defense
counsel and the prosecutor
questioned lthe juror] in English, and he was able
to respond in English without
the aid of an interpreter." Icl. at\ 14.

The Supreme Couft's cases relating to jurors also show that
the artomeys
examine the juror witnesses at the postverdict hearings. In
Smitlt v. philips, 455
U'S' 209 (1982), a juror bias case, Justice O'Connor stated in her concurrence
that,

in a case where

a juror is alleged to be biased, a postconviction hearing wiil

usually be adequate to detennine whether the juror is biased.
She noted that such a
hearing "pennits counsel to probe the juror's memory, his reasons
for acting as he

did, and his understanding of the consequences of his action" (emphasis
added).
Id' at 222. With this questioning of the juror then, the trial judge will be
able to
"observe the juror's demeanor under cross-examination
and

to

evaluate his

answers in light of the parlicular circumstances of the case.,, Id.

In Remmer v. United States,347 U.S. 227 (1954), the Courl rernanded
the
case to the District Court to hold a hearing "with all interested
parlies pennitted
to

parlicipate"

to determine whether the fact of an FBI investigation into

.;ury

tampering prejudiced the petitioner. Id. at 230. After the remand
and a hearing by
the District Cour1, the case returned to the Court. The Court
held that the District
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court had read the court's remand order in too
lirnited a fashion, and that ,,the
entire picture" should have been explored.
Rentmer v. IJ4ited states,350 u,s.
377 ,379 (1 956).
we also pointed out that the record we had before
us did not reflect what in fact
transpired, "or whether the incidents that
may have occurred were harmful or
harmless " Ibid It was the paucity of infonnaiion
rerating to the entire situarron
coupled with the presumption which attaches
to the kind of facts alleged by
petitioner which, in our view, macre manifest
th, ,nri7o, aJu,
rtearirs.

1d. (emphasis added).

other federal coutls have
questioned

reco gnized,

that the juror rvitnesses will

be

by the parties' attorneys, rn Tinsley v. Borg, 895
F.2d 520,

524
1990), the courl observed that at the postconviction
hearing, the.;uror who
allegedly rvas unttuthful durin g voir dire "was
questioned by both the prosecution
and the defense." And in united stutes v.
Boney,6g F.3d 4g7 (D.c. cir. 1995),
(9'h

cir'

the court

of

appeals stated that

the district court which conducted the

postconviction proceedings erred when it prohibited
the defendant,s attomey fiorn
questioning the juror witness, Recognizing
that, at times, it would be preferable
for the coutl to conduct the questioning, in this instance,
both counsel should have
been permitted to question the juror. "The proceedings
are much more likely to
uncover lthe juror's] possible biases if the questions
are not filtered through the

judge, and given the specific facts of this
case, it is unlikely that such an
examination will compromise the confidentiality
ofjury deliberatio ns.,, Id. at 503.
The court also observed that the district courl
always has the ability to entertain
objections at the hearing and to strike specific questions.
1d.

Although these cases contemplate that the attorneys

will

question a juror

who becomes a witness (although this juror, unlike
those discussed above, did not
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deliberate to a verdict), counsel recognize
that the court in After Hour Ll/elding
stated that the judge should ask the questions
of a juror at an evidentiary hearing.

After Hour werding, l0g wis. 2d, at743. After
Hour,however, is significantly
different from this case. In After Hour,a dissenting juror
in a civil case swore

out
an affidavit which stated that jurors, during
the course of the trial, refemed to one
of the pafty's attorneys as a "cheap Jew," remarked
that the attorney,s son had
represented a notorious defendant, and speculated
that the attorney had been

involved in the suicide of a judge. It was these
inflammatory rernarks that the
defendant corporations sought to explore at postverdict
a
hearing. The supreme
coutl stated that when atrial coutl leams that a jury
verdict may have been affected
by prejudice based on race, religion, gender or national
origin, the judge rnust be
especially sensitive to such an allegation. Id. ati39-740.
when this occurs, the
trial courl should "conduct an investigation to 'ferret
out the truth.,,, Ict. at740.
The court went on to condenm anti-Semitism in this
country, and stated
that

"courts should do all within their
means to ensure that verdicts have not been
compromised by jurors who harbor prejudice towards
any minor ity.,, Id.
Thus the concem in After Hour was significantly
different from that here.
In After Hour, the courl was collcerned that the
verdict was affected by bigotry
among the jurors, and the coutl wanted the trial court
to fenet out any bigotry in
the proceedings. This concern--whether juror prejudice
against a party's arromey

played a role

in the trial's

outcome--tread perilously close

to irnpeaching the

verdict and eliciting testimony prohibited by wis. Stat. g
906.06(2). The courr was
understandably cautious, therefore, in outlining
a different procedure to be
followed in such a case.
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By contrast, this case does not present the concems
in After Hour. Unlike
After Hour, R,M, did not deriberate to verdict.
unlike After Hour, Mr. Avery
does not seek to irnpeach the verdict with
allegations of prejudice by jurors.
Rather' he seeks to show that R.M. was removed
frorn the jury without
cause.

Because the nature of the inquiry is so different
from that in After Hour.the court
need not be as cautious as the supreme
court was in AJter Hour. Indeed, different
considerations weigh in favor of pennitting questioning
by the parties.

Questioning by the attorneys is preferable to questioning solely
by the court
because the court will have an opportunity
to observe and judge the juror,s
demeanor and credibility under questioning
by adversary counser, and because
questioning by adversary counsel is the
best way to test the juror,s recollection of
the facts and any biases he may have. "cross-exarnination
is the principal lneans
by which the believability of a witness and the truth
of his testimony are tested.,,
Davis v' Alaska,4l5 u's' 308,316 (r974).3 on
cross-examination, the atto*ey
may probe the witness' story to test his perceptions
and melnory, may irnpeach or
discredit the witness, may seek to uncover bias
or other ulterior rnotive.

Id. All of

these tools may be useful to the cour-t to decide
Mr. Avery's claim that Juror R.M.
was refiroved rvithout cause.

Indeed,

Mr. Avery's contention that

counsel srrould question R,M. is
consistent, of course, with our adversary system
of justice. ,,we have elected to
employ an adversary system ofjustice in which
the parlies contest all issues befbre
a court of law'" t-rnitetr states v. r{ixon,4rg u.s.
6g3,70g (rg74). Althoush

-

Indeed' in this case, counsel's position may ultimately
favor the state because it means
that the defense-proffered witness will be subject
to .rorr-"*umination

by the state as well

questioning by the court.

-
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as

imperfect, the adversary systern is how we find facts
and detennine the truth in our
system ofjustice. And it is the best way to ascertain
the facts with respect to Juror
R.M.

CONCLUSION
For these reasons, Mr. Avery asks that the court conclude
that Wis. Stat.
$ 906.06(2) does not bar R.M.'s testimony at the postconviction hearing,
and that
the courl permit counsel to question R.M. at that hearing.
Dated this 23'd day of July, 2009.
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